INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Internship Resources
LMU Center for International Business Education supports our students by providing resources and funding in the form of stipends for unpaid or underpaid internationally-related internships.

Here are some resources you can explore. Contact the company or agency directly to apply to their internship program, then apply HERE for CIBE funding.

Bloomberg CLICK HERE
The Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce CLICK HERE
Boeing CLICK HERE
Los Angeles Mayor’s Office CLICK HERE
Capital Group CLICK HERE
Los Angeles World Airports CLICK HERE
Cisco Systems CLICK HERE
Merck CLICK HERE
Clique-Now CLICK HERE
Micron Technology CLICK HERE
Discovery CLICK HERE
Morgan Stanley CLICK HERE
Eli Lilly & Co CLICK HERE
Enterprise Rent-a-Car CLICK HERE
MUFG Union Bank CLICK HERE
Ernst and Young CLICK HERE
NBC Universal CLICK HERE
Facebook CLICK HERE
Nike CLICK HERE
JP Morgan Chase & Co CLICK HERE
Paramount Pictures CLICK HERE
JustFab Inc./Tech Style Fashion Group CLICK HERE
Pegasystems CLICK HERE
KPMG CLICK HERE
The Port of Los Angeles CLICK HERE
Lionsgate CLICK HERE
The Port of Long Beach CLICK HERE
Live Nation Entertainment CLICK HERE
PWC CLICK HERE
Salesforce CLICK HERE
Trade.gov CLICK HERE
SAP CLICK HERE
The Walt Disney Company CLICK HERE
Scotiabank CLICK HERE
Wex CLICK HERE
Seagate CLICK HERE
Windes CLICK HERE
TE Connectivity CLICK HERE
Yoobi CLICK HERE
Tesla CLICK HERE
ZX Ventures CLICK HERE

We encourage students to also utilize the LMU CPD Internship Resources and explore Handshake for internship opportunities.
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